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CIMply Safety
Preventing Loss
During Winter Months
In winter months, some policyholders may head south for weeks or months
to escape the Midwest winter. But your home remains here in Illinois to face the
cold weather. Here are a few things to consider to help protect your property while
you are gone for a weekend or for a longer period of time.
Frozen Pipes and Water Damage – Pipes can freeze and burst. Toilets
may run over. Before you leave, shut off the main water supply and drain the
lines, water heaters, and appliances. Set your thermostat high enough to keep
the house from freezing, at least 55 degrees. Also, power outages will leave your
home unheated. Consider a cellular device that will call you if the power fails
and will monitor the temperature.

The Mutual Advantage
A successful team is more than a group of people in
the same office. An effective team incorporates the skills
of people who share a common belief and generates an
outcome measurably greater than the sum of the team
members individually. It requires commitment, it requires

cooperation, and it requires hard work toward a goal that
reflects the shared values and beliefs of the team members.
As a mutual insurance company, we have a legacy of effective
teamwork. Our company was founded by the grandfathers
and great-grandfathers of this community. Though fiercely
independent, they shared a commitment of a simple idea;
everyone’s life could be better if all banded together to share
risk and protect one another’s property.
Our heritage of teamwork continues today. As a mutual
insurance policyholder, you are the central member of the
mutual team. After all, the mission of this company is
property protection for you and your family. Moreover, as
a policyholder, you truly are the owner of this company.
We are proud and grateful for the opportunity to
provide coverage for your changing insurance needs.
We pledge continued teamwork with policyholders
and this community, so the product of our collective
hard work will remain greater than the sum of our
individual efforts.

Practice Illusions – Use timers to activate lights to come on at different
times in different rooms. This can give the illusion that someone is home. You
might also activate a radio or TV.
Stop Deliveries – Have the post office hold your mail. Stop delivery of
newspapers and other products.
Pedestrian Safety – Contract with a reliable service to keep your sidewalks
and driveway clear of ice and snow. That can prevent slips and falls. It will also
give your home that “occupied” look.
Periodic Check-Up – Arrange for a trusted friend or relative to drive by your
home periodically, and to visit the inside now and then. Better to catch a small
problem before it becomes a big problem.
Don’t let the enjoyment of being away be ruined by your returning home to
a damaged house

Hiring Contractors
for Home Repairs
Storms often attract non-local contractors to
the area. Many will knock on your door to solicit
business. Some may set up a “local” office, but
they are not really part of your community.
Some may make promises they are not authorized
to make.
If you have repairs that need to be made after
a storm, finding and hiring a contractor can be
trying. The question is, how do you sort through
everything to pick one that is not overpriced,
under-experienced, or possibly a scammer?
Numerous complaints arise from substandard
work or unfulfilled paid contracts. To avoid our
members from being “scammed” we offer the
following recommendations:
• Do not sign any agreements or contracts
before talking to your claims adjuster.
• Read all agreements carefully. Understand
any fees involved. Understand the time and
process to cancel any agreement presented
to you.
• Don’t be pressured into signing an agreement
to secure a “special deal.”
• Try to get two or three estimates detailing
the work to be done.
• Obtain a certificate of liability insurance.
Hire only licensed and bonded contractors
• Except for emergency repairs to prevent
further damage, be sure permanent repairs
are authorized by your insurance company.
• Other than reasonable security or materials
deposits, don’t pay 100% until the work is
completed to your satisfaction.
• When possible, hire local contactors that live
in your community. If problems arise, they
will be there to deal with them.
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Prevent Fires
In Your Home

Kitchen Fire Safety
Approximately 42% of all residential fires originate in the
kitchen, and according to the NFPA, cooking is the number
one cause of home fires. Fires are much more likely to occur
when stoves are left unattended. Be sure to keep combustibles
like paper towels, dishcloths and cooking mitts away from the
stove. If it becomes necessary to leave the kitchen while cooking, turn off the burners while away.

Clothes Dryer
Clothes dryers cause about 2800 fires annually. Simple dryer
maintenance can significantly reduce your risk of fire. Always
clean the lint filter before and after each load and clean the exhaust vents out at least once every three months. By limiting
lint build-up, airflow is increased and fire risk is decreased.

Planning For Ladder
Home Rennovations

Remodeling your home can be fun and exciting, but remember,
many home improvements will boost your home’s value and you may
need to bump up your home insurance coverage to be fully protected.
A discussion with your agent should be a part of your preparations.
Usually the increase in insurance cost will not significantly prevent
you from pursuing your home improvement dreams, but it should be
a factor to budget into your project.

Smoke Alarms
and Child Fire Fatalities
A baby or toddler under age 5 dies
nearly every day in a residential
fire. According to the U.S. Fire
Administraion, three out of five fatal
residential fires take place in homes
that do not have a working smoke
alarm.
Fires do not discriminate by age.
They are the third leading cause
of death for children ages 1-14.
Children at this age tend to be in
high risk groups due to curiosity
and the inability to understand
the dangers of fire. Education and
guidance from parents are essential
and should start as early as possible.
A maternal voice alarm is three times
more likely to awaken a sleeping child
than a traditional tone alarm.

Use UL listed extension cords wisely and for temporary use
only. They are not a long-term solution to inadequate wiring.
Never smoke in bed or when drinking alcohol and be sure to
burn candles only when you are nearby. Good fire prevention
habits in the house will keep your family safe and not sorry.

If there were a “ladder season” it very well might be
fall. The ladder is an invaluable workhorse in taking
down, putting up, cleaning out, and preparing for winter.

Ladder safety suggestions include:
•

Inspect the ladder carefully
before each use.

Smoke alarms really do save lives.
Following the introduction of residential
smoke alarms, fire fatalities declined by
50%. A clear majority of fatal residential
fires (60%) occur in homes without
smoke alarms. Dead or missing batteries
are culprits in a majority of fires where
a smoke alarm is present.

Also:

Prevention can make the difference.
Install smoke alarms outside sleeping
areas and on every level of the residence.
Test smoke alarms monthly and replace
batteries at least annually.
The risk of dying in a home fire is
cut in half in homes with working
smoke alarms. If there
is a fire in your
home, smoke
spreads fast and
you need smoke
alarms to give
you time to get
out.

Don’t Fall This Fall
But, BEWARE! Beneath a ladder’s innocent exterior
beats the heart of a potential safety hazard. The statistics
are surprising. Each year, there are an estimated164,000
emergency room visits annually due to ladder falls with
more than 350 deaths.

Other Safety Tips
According to the National Fire Protection Agency (NFPA)
there are more than 360,000 residential fires per year in the
United States that account for over 2500 fatalities. House fires
can devastate your family and property. Preparation and safety
are key steps to protect your family in the event of a fire.

Safety

•

Conduct a fire safety walk-through
in your home.

•

Develop and practice a fire escape
plan with all family members.

•

Designate a meeting place outside
the home.

•

Teach children what the smoke
alarm means and how to respond.

Avoid being part of this tragedy. Plan
ahead and prepare!

•

Place the ladder on a secure
base prior to climbing.

•

Do not “overreach” your ladder.
Even a mild overreach can shift
the operator’s weight outside a
ladder’s center of gravity and
cause a fall.

•

Never try to “walk” or shift a
ladder while on it. Get down
and move it.

•

Lock doors if you must position
the ladder near one. Reroute traffic
around the area while working.

•

Ascend and descend facing the
ladder.

•

Don’t leave a raised ladder unattended.
Kids are quick and ladders are tempting.

•

Do not use metal ladders around
electrical wiring.

•

Make sure you use this work companion
safely. This Fall, Don’t Fall.

Improvements affecting your Insurance
Before work begins on adding that new dream addition, be sure
your insurance coverage will accommodate the increased value. You
may need additional protection for the newly finished areas and your
agent should know if the home will be unoccupied or vacant during
the construction.
Revamping the bathroom or kitchen will spruce up a home and
can be a great way to add value, especially if you’re using high-end
finishes such as granite countertops, solid-wood cabinets, stone floors,
and expensive fixtures and appliances.
A typical homeowner’s policy includes coverage for additional
structures on your property, but usually only up to a maximum of
10 percent of your overall coverage limit. If your adding a garage,
expensive gazebo, a boat house or expensive deck, a little insurance
increase may be in order.
Installing a Pool or Hot Tub adds value to your property, but may
also add an “attractive nuisance” to your home. This is the legal
term that if a child decides to take a dip in your pool while you are
away and injures themselves, you may be liable. No matter what the
renovation, it pays to give your agent a call and be fully protected.

